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Abstra t

In this note, departing from the traditional stati and fully rational
e onomi agent setting, I study a dynami model of a boundedly rational monopolist who, in a partially known environment, follows a rule of
thumb learning pro ess. Instead of onsidering the lassi al dierential
model with smooth argument, the proposed dynami model onsists of a
pie ewise onstant argument dierential equation, in order to take into a ount the more realisti assumption of a lag between the learning a tivity
and the output produ tion a tivity. It is shown how this simple rst order
dierential equation an be rephrased into a nonlinear dieren e equation
whi h, dierently from the lassi al model with smooth argument, an
exhibit omplex behaviors. The aim of the paper is to illustrate, from
a methodologi al point of view, the potential appli ations and the dynami al ee ts of pie ewise onstant argument dierential equations in
e onomi s.
Keywords: Monopoly, lags, bounded rationality, pie ewise
dierential equation,
JEL

onstant argument

omplex dynami s.
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1 Introdu tion
The traditional e onomi

agent model is based on the assumption of rationality,

that is, agents make their

hoi es on the basis of the optimization of an obje -

tive fun tion, subje t to budget
have a

onstraints. This approa h requires that agents

omplete knowledge of the obje tive fun tion and have the

tional skills to solve the optimization problem. Even if a monopolisti
is a quite simple e onomi

omputamarket

framework, this assumption would at least require

the global knowledge of the market demand fun tion. As several authors underlined, ignoran e about demand

onditions is a ubiquitous feature of market life

in the real world, so that the assumption of ignorant monopolists seems to be
more realisti

(Clower [1℄). Simple learning me hanisms have been proposed, in
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whi h the rm, endowed with redu ed rationality, tries to modify output levels
toward the prot maximizing output, following rule-of-thumb me hanisms (see
for example [1, 2℄). This means that the prot-maximizing equilibrium is not
rea hed in one shot, but on the basis of repeated

hoi es following a dynami

adaptive pro ess (see Colisnk [3℄), whi h requires minimal informational endowment and

omputational skills. In fa t, in this

the demand fun tion is required, whi h

ase only a lo al knowledge of

an be for instan e obtained through

periodi al market experiments and surveys. In the long run, the

onvergen e of

su h adaptive pro ess toward the equilibrium point of the traditional stati

on-

sumer model may be seen as an evolutionary explanation of the assumption
of rational behavior.
Similarly to what done in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄, in this paper a simple dynami
model of a monopolisti

rm is studied. Time by time, the rm updates output

de isions in the dire tion of in reasing prot. However, it is more realisti
assume that the learning a tivity of data

to

olle tion and organization, in order

to have a formal representation of the protability situation, only periodi ally
o

urs, at a dierent time s ale with respe t to that of the produ tion de isional

me hanism. Then, it is assumed that the learning pro ess introdu es lags in the
planning a tivity. To this end, the learning a tivity is assumed to take pla e
only at integer period times
the whole interval

[t, t + 1).

t,

and it remains the basis of output de isions for

From the analyti al viewpoint, this

represented through pie ewise

an be suitably

onstant argument dierential equations.

Dierential equations with pie ewise

onstant arguments (DEPCA) are used

to model several real world phenomena. Sin e the early 1980's su h dynami al
systems have been applied in s ienti

elds su h as engineering, physi s,

hem-

istry and biomedi ine. The rst model based on DEPCA was proposed in the
biomedi ine

ontext by Busenberg and Cooke (1982) in [10℄. Subsequently, the

study of DEPCA and their appli ations have been

onsidered in other elds:

for a survey, we refer to [11℄ and to the referen es therein. The most interesting
aspe t about solutions of su h systems is that they

ombine the features of both

dierential and dieren e equations.
The model proposed in this paper represents, to the best of knowledge, a
rst attempt toward the appli ation of pie ewise
equations to an e onomi
the underlying stati

onstant argument dierential

ontext. The resulting dynami al model generalizes

model, be ause the prot-maximizing equilibrium belongs

to the set of the steady states of the dynami

system.

The most signi ant

aspe t of the proposed approa h is that, dierently from the

lassi al dierential

model in whi h no lags in the planning a tivity are introdu ed, the dynami
modeling based on DEPCA introdu es a ri h variety of behaviors whi h
lead, through a sequen e of period-doubling bifur ations, to
This is essentially due to the pe uliar time
whi h two dierent time s ales, a
The resulting model

an

omplex dynami s.

hara terization of the model, in

ontinuous and a dis rete one, are involved.

an be seen as a bridge model between

lassi al

ontinuous

and dis rete time models.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Se tion 2 the
stati

monopoly model is presented, in Se tion 3 the dynami
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anoni al

monopoly model

with learning is

onsidered and in Se tion 4 some possible further appli ations

of the proposed approa h are illustrated.

2 The Monopoly model
The relevant feature of a monopoly model is that a single seller, the monopolist,
fa es pri e-taking onsumers in a market over one or several periods. This means
that the monopolist, who has market power,

an

onsequently either determine

the pri e for the produ t or the supplied quantity (output level). Sin e pri e
and output are related through demand fun tion, a de ision about pri e implies
a de ision about quantity and vi e-versa. In what follows,I shall fo us on the
ase of a monopolist that, in order to maximize his prot, sets the output level,
des ribed by variable

q > 0.

The monopolist, in order to hoose his pri e and output level, fa es two kinds
of

onstraints. Firstly, he fa es an internal

i al stru ture, whi h

onstraint, imposed by his te hnolog-

an be analyti ally represented by the

whi h relates the quantity produ ed to the
ondly, he fa es an external

ost fun tion

c(q),

ost of produ ing that quantity. Se -

onstraint, represented by the

onsumer's behavior,

en ompassed into the demand fun tion, whi h relates the market pri e to the
quantity produ ed and supplied by the monopolist. As usual, the natural way
to set the monopolist's optimization problem is to
fun tion

p(q),

onsider the inverse demand

whi h denes the pri e that must be

harged to sell

q

units of

output, and to look for the optimum output level whi h maximizes the prot
fun tion

π(q) = p(q)q − c(q).
In what follows, a linear demand fun tion is

onsidered

p(q) = a − bq, a > 0, b > 0,
together with a quadrati , in reasing

(1)

ost fun tion

c(q) = dq + eq 2 ,
in whi h parameters
output levels

q > 0.

d

and

e

have to satisfy

(2)

d + 2eq > 0

for all the feasible

Prot fun tion

π(q) = (a − d)q − (b + e)q 2
∗
is then maximized by a stri tly positive output level q provided that rst order
∗
ondition a − d − 2(b + e)q
= 0 is satised, being se ond order ondition

2(b + e) > 0
and the

always fullled. Assuming that

a > d,

the maximizing output level

orresponding optimal pri e are then the stri tly positive quantities

q∗ =
It must, only the

a−d
, p∗ = a − b
2(b + e)



a−d
2(b + e)



.

(3)

ase of internal optimal output level is onsidered. The req ∗ = 0 ould be onsidered as well, but sin e it is

maining situation in whi h

e onomi ally less interesting, it will not be investigated further.
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3 Monopoly model with learning
The assumption of optimizing behavior requires that e onomi
omputational
ronment.

apabilities and a set of

agents have high

omplete information about the envi-

A tually, the monopolist has a limited and lo al knowledge of the

demand fun tion. The la k of information is due to the
suming nature of the

ostly and time

on-

olle ting information a tivity. It is then more realisti

to assume that the monopolist is not able to rea h the equilibrium in one shot
and, onsequently, a ts on the basis of a lo al estimate of the marginal prot
π ′ , obtained, for example, through market experiments. The adaptive pro ess
onsists of a learning a tivity and of revising de isions after
output levels and out omes. One

onsidering past

an suppose that the monopolist employs a

rule of thumb as a lo al (or myopi ) prot maximizer. In parti ular, he looks
at how a variation in the supplied quantity ae ts the variation of prots. A
positive (negative) variation of prots will indu e the monopolist to

hange the

quantity in the same (opposite) dire tion from that of the pre eding period.
If prots are stationary, the output level is not
time evolution is

hanged.

In this setting, the

ontinuous and the rm takes output de isions

Conversely, the rm

arries out a periodi al learning a tivity of

ontinuously.
olle tion and

organization of information and data about the environment in whi h it a ts, in
order to produ e a formal representation of the protability situation (marginal
prot). However, it is not realisti
pla e

to assume that the learning a tivity takes

ontinuously, with the same timing of the produ tion a tivity.

ontrary, it

On the

an be supposed that it only periodi ally takes pla e, for example

n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , so that output de isions, during ea h time
n ≤ t < n + 1, n = 0, 1, 2 . . . , are based on the representation given by
learning a tivity arried out at time t = n. In other words, the de isional pro

at dis rete times

pe-

riod

the
ess

has two dierent temporal: the former in whi h output de isions are taken and
updated and whi h is suitably des ribed in terms of a

ontinuous time evolution,

and the latter in whi h learning a tivity takes pla e and whi h is better modeled through a dis rete time evolution. The whole de isional me hanism
represented through the following nonlinear equation with pie ewise

an be

onstant

argument

dq(t)
dπ
= k(q(t)) [t], t ≥ 0, q(0) = q0 > 0,
dt
dq
where

[t]

denotes the largest previous integer with respe t to

(4)

t

and

k(q)

is

a positive and in reasing fun tion whi h des ribes the extent of produ tion
variation of the monopolist following a
urrent monopolisti

ertain prot signal and depends on the

rm dimension, given by the produ tion volume. In what

follows, the simple linear form

k(q(t)) = vq(t),
is assumed, where

v

(5)

is a positive parameter whi h gives the relative speed of

adjustment. Considering linear demand fun tion (1) and quadrati
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ost fun tion

(2), equation (4) be omes

dq(t)
= vq(t) [a − d − 2(b + e)q[t]] , t ≥ 0, q(0) > 0.
dt
Due to the presen e of the dis ontinuous term

[t]

(6)

in the right hand side of

equation (4), a parti ular denition of solution of (4) is required. In parti ular,
a solution of a DEPCA, as pre ised in [12℄, has to be a fun tion

(0, +∞)

that for ea h

n∈N

(A) is

ontinuous on

[0, +∞);

(B) is dierentiable on ea h interval
exist for

(n, n + 1), with

q : [0, +∞) →

one-sided derivatives that

t = n;

(C) solves the smooth argument dierential equation (4) on ea h

[n, n + 1).

The analyti al solution of problem (6) is studied in the following proposition.

Let q(0) = q0 > 0. Then there exists a unique solution of
given by

Proposition 1.

problem

(6)

q(t) = q(n) exp [v(a − d − 2(b + e)q(n))(t − n)] , t ∈ [n, n + 1), n ∈ N.

Proof.

As shown in Theorem 2.1 in [12, Ch. 2℄, a DEPCA of the form

(7)

x′ (t) =

f (x(t), x[t]), x(0) = x0 , has a unique solution on [0, +∞) provided that, for
µ ∈ R, the solution of the lassi al dierential equation x′ (t) = f (x(t), µ)
exists and is unique on the whole interval [0, +∞). Con erning (6), this requires
ea h

onsidering the linear Cau hy problem

x′ (t) = vx(t)(a − d − 2(b + e)µ), x(0) = q0 ,
whi h indeed has a unique global solution. Then, there exists a unique solution
of DEPCA (6). It is easy to show that (7) satises assumptions (A) and (B)
and solves equation (4).
Thanks to the

ontinuity of the solution of (4), one

q(n + 1) =

lim

an write

q(t)

t→(n+1)−

=

lim

q(n) exp [v(a − d − 2(b + e)q(n))(t − n)]

(8)

t→(n+1)−

= q(n) exp [v(a − d − 2(b + e)q(n))] ,
whi h allows asso iating, with the

ontinuous time dierential problem (4), a

dis rete dieren e equation, whi h des ribes the evolution of
times.

Setting

q(n) = qn

for

n ∈ N,

from (8) one

q(t)

at dis rete

an obtain the dis rete

dieren e equation

qn+1 = f (qn ) = qn exp [v(a − d − 2(b + e)qn )] , n ≥ 0.
5

(9)

Figure 1: Plot of

f (q).

It is interesting to noti e that the original linear, additive, boundedly rational
ontinuous time me hanism des ribed by (6) has now be ome a nonlinear, multipli ative, boundedly rational dis rete time me hanism. However, both me hanisms (6) and (8) represent a rule of thumb. In fa t, from (4), q(t) in reases
′
(resp. de reases) as π (q[t]) = a − d − 2(b + e)q[t] is positive (resp. negative), as

qn+1 in reases (resp. de reases) as exp(a − d − 2(b + e)qn ) > 1
exp(a − d − 2(b + e)qn ) < 1), or, equivalently, again as π ′ (qn ) > 0
′
(resp. π (qn ) < 0). It's worth noti ing that f (q) is a positive fun tion, vanishing for q → +∞, in reasing for q ∈ (0, 1/(2bv + 2ev)) and de reasing for
q ∈ (1/(2bv + 2ev), +∞) (see Figure 1 for an example of plot, obtained setting
a = 1, b = 0.1, d = 0.4, e = 1 and v = 1). The properties of (9) are summarized
well as from (9),

(resp.

in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.

level q∗ given by

Let q0 > 0. The only steady state of (9) is the optimal output
, whi h is lo ally asymptoti ally stable provided that

(3)

v(a − d) < 2.

Proof.

(10)

f (q) = q, from whi h one obtains
exp(v(a − d − 2(b + e)q)) = 1, whi h
stability of a steady state x is obtained

Steady states are obtained by setting

q = 0,

whi h is ex luded sin e q0 >
∗
provides q = q . Lo al asymptoti
′
imposing |f (x)| < 1. Sin e

0,

and

f ′ (q ∗ ) = 1 − v(a − d),
the proof is

omplete.

Condition (10) simply says that the steady state
rea tion speed
o

v

or

a−d

are su iently large.

an be unstable if either

Instable dynami s

ur if a too rea tive behavior is adopted by e onomi

for example, the market size (inuen ed by

a)

is large. A simple example of

unstable dynami s is shown in the bifur ation diagrams with respe t to
reported in Figure 2, obtained

onsidering

1.
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an then

agents, as well as if,

b = 0.1, d = 0.4, e = 1,

v

and

a

as in Figure

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a): Bifur ation diagram for (9) on varying

v. (b):

Bifur ation diagram

a.

for (9) on varying

Using the new state variable

x = q/(2(b + e)),

equation (9)

an be rewritten

as

xn+1 = xn exp[β − xn ],
where

β = a − d.

(11)

Equation (11) is a well-known rst order nonlinear dieren e

equation, with a ri h variety of dynami al behaviors, often used in biology to
predi t the size of a population after

t dis

rete time steps, and has been proposed

by Ri ker in [13℄ (see also [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄). In e ologi al modeling, the
state variable

β>0

xt

denotes population size (density) at time

des ribes the intrinsi

t

and the parameter

growth rate. There is a wide analyti al literature

about the dynami al behavior of Ri ker's map [20, 21℄. Summarizing, Ri ker's
x∗ = β, that is globally attra ting provided that 0 <

map has a xed point

β < β1 = 2.

As

β

period-doublings o

in reases the xed point
urs. When

an lose stability and a

β ≈ β2 = 2.5264,

as ade of

an attra ting period-2

y le

appears. It is possible to show that the sequen e of period doubling bifur ations
o

urs for parameter values forming a sequen e

where

β+∞ = 2.6294.

βn

with

limn→+∞ βn = β+∞ ,

For more details, see [20, 21℄ and the referen es therein.

4 Con lusions
In this note a simple dynami

model of a monopolisti

rm is presented, in

whi h the de isional me hanism is represented by a gradient-like rule of thumb.
It is assumed that at ea h time the rm updates output de isions in the dire tion of in reasing prots and that there is, in all integer time periods, a learning
a tivity that represents the basis of output de isions until the next integer time
period. Su h a formal representation of the de isional pro esses is modeled in
a natural way through a pie ewise

onstant argument dierential equation. Of

ourse, there are other areas of e onomi
pie ewise

analysis that

an benet from the

onstant argument equation approa h. An e onomi

7

agent, rm or

onsumer, before taking a de ision has to produ e, periodi ally, a formal representation of the environment in whi h he a ts; su h learning a tivity introdu es
a dependen e between the variation of the

ontrol state variable and data

ol-

le ted in a previous time period. From this point of view it will be interesting to
use this approa h in game theory when modeling players involved in a strategi
intera tion with other players. In su h
not only pri es and e onomi

ase, the learning a tivity

an

quantities, but also the other players'

on ern

hoi es.
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